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 نمره:                                     91آموزش و پرورش منطقه                                                     نام و نام خانوادگی:

 محل امضاء دبیر:                                                                کلهردبیرستان دخترانه                                                      درس: زبان انگلیسی

                                  دقیقه 902مدت امتحان:             نام دبیر: خانم کرمانی                                       

 92/19تاریخ امتحان: ....../                                                            پایه و رشته:

Vocabulary (4 scores) 

A. Maryam is talking to Mr. Razavi, who works in the Museum of Nature and Wildlife. Complete their 

conversation with the given words. (There is one extra word) (1.5 points)  

 

 

Maryam: Excuse me, what is it? Is it a leopard? 

Mr. Razavi: No, it is a cheetah. 

Maryam: Oh, a cheetah? 

Mr. Razavi: Yeah, an Iranian cheetah. It is an (1) ………….. animal. 

Maryam: I know. I heard around 70 of them are (2) ………... .Yes? 

Mr. Razavi: Right, but the number will (3) ……………..  

Maryam: Really?! How?  

Mr. Razavi: Well, we have some (4) …………. For example, we are going to (5) ………… their homes, to 

make movies about their life, and to teach people how to take more (6) ……….. of them. 

 

 

B. Here is the report of students' school trip. Read the report and put the proper words instead of 

pictures in the text. (1 point) 

Last week we went to Zaferaniyeh to visit the oldest (7)  in Iran. It was on top of a small mountain. 

There was a powerful (8) . We watched the sky and very far (9) . 

A man helped us in finding the (10)  system. We had a great time there. 

 

7) …………………          8) …………………        9) …………………        10) ………………… 

 

 

 

endangered - protect - increase - plans- natural  - alive -  care 
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C. Zahra is writing a text about Blood. Help her to fill in the blanks with the given words in her text. 

(There is one extra word) (1.5 point) 

(liquid– plasma – pumps – defend – collect – oxygen – drop)     

 

The heart (11) ………….. blood around the body. This red (12) ………… keeps us healthy and alive. There 

are millions of red blood cells in one small (13) ……….. of blood. They carry (14) …….…….. round the 

body and (15) ….………… carbon dioxide from body parts. There are thousands of white cells in a drop of 

blood. They (16) ……..……. our body against microbes.   

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________

II. Grammar (4 points) 

A. Your friend compared her old school with the new one. And now she is telling her comparison to you. 

Write the correct form of each adjective in the parenthesis to complete the conversation. (2 points)  

 

A: Do you think modern schools are (17)…………………… (big) the old ones? 

B: No, actually the schools are (18)…………………… (big) before. But they are not as (19) 

……………………… (clean) today. 

A: What about the classrooms? Do you like to study in an old-type classroom? 

B: No, I don’t. Because today’s classrooms are (20)………………………… (modern) and (21) 

…………………………… (bright) before. 

A: Are you interested in the books? 

B: Yes, today’s books are (22) …………………………… (interesting) books of all the times because they 

have so many colorful pictures. 

A. What’s your idea about the teachers? 

B. Nowadays the teachers are (23) ………………………… (nice) the old teachers. In fact, the old teachers 

weren’t (24) ………………………… (kind) the teachers today. 
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B. write the correct forms of adjectives. (1 point) 

25.  Her father  is …………… than her mother. (tall) 

26. Mercury is the……………  planet to the sun  in solar system.( near) 

27. Gold is ………………….. than silver.(expensive) 

28. The girl is as ……………as the boy. (young)  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Read the text and circle the answer. (1 point) 

Mr. karimi is a teacher. He (29) (lives / will live) in Tehran now. Next week, he (30) (travels / will travel) to 

Tabriz. He (31) (will go / won’t go) to a hotel there. He (32) (stays / will stay)in his relatives’ homes. 

III. Writing (8 points) 

A. Find the common and proper nouns. (1 point) 

 

 Mona Azizi is a doctor. She works in a hospital. She lives with her husband in Tabriz.   

  

  Common nouns: (33) ……………………………….                               

 

   Proper nouns: (34) ……………………………      

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form. (1.5 point) 

35. Jack is a (dentist)…………. .He has two (child)..................... . 

36. There was (a/an).............. old house near (this/these) ………….. road. 

37. (A/The)……………. leopard is a big cat with black dots. 

38. I saw two (wolf) ………………… in the zoo. 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Find the adjectives in the following sentences and complete the chart of adjective types.  (2.5 points) 

We live in a wonderful world. All around us there are amazing things like small and big animals; long rivers; 

green jungles; rocky Mountains; and different people and nations. This world is like a strange book. We need 

to read it carefully.  Then we can find many great things in our world. 

Material Nationality Color Age Size Quality/Opinion 

(44) (43) (42) (41) (40) (39) 
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D. underline the correct answer. (1 point) 

 Mr. (45) (Akrami / akrami) is a pilot. He is 40 (46) (Years / years) old. He is going to fly to (47) (mashhad / 

Mashhad) with his (48) (family / Family).  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Rearrange the words to make a sentence. (2 points) 

49. the – Tooran – the – home – is – Persian – of – zebra – natural. 

…………………………………………………….. . 

50. all – Our – of – is – millions – the - body – time – jobs – doing. 

…………………………………………………………….... 

51. uncle – My – young – is – as – as – uncle – her. 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

52. next – we – here – be – week - won’t . 

……………………………………………………………… 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

IV. Reading (8 points) 

A. Read the text and answer the questions. (3 points) 

Endangered means to be under threat or near extinction.  When a species/animal is endangered it means that 

they are disappearing fast or have a very small population - not large enough to survive. There are some 

endangered animals in Africa. We can find only a few of them. Some examples are zebras, pandas, and 

elephants. Humans must not destroy the natural homes of the animals in the forests. They must not hunt animals 

and hurt the nature. If we take care of them, there is hope for them to live longer.  

 

53. Humans must destroy the natural homes of the animals.   a. True      b. False 

54. Some endangered animals are zebras dogs, cats, and elephants.      a. True    b. False 

55. There are some endangered animals in America. A. True b. False 

56. Humans ………… destroy the natural homes of the animals. 

a. can                               b. can not                                 c. must                           d. must not 

57. If we take care of them, there is hope for them to…………. 

a. die out       b. live shorter                          c. live longer               d. extinct 

58. What does endangered mean?          ………………………………………………………... . 
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 B. Read the passage. Then answer the questions. (2.5 points) 

       Microbes are really wonderful. They are everywhere! They live all around you, on you and inside you! 

Microbes are very small, so you can’t see them. But don’t worry. Some microbes make you sick but most 

others keep you healthy and even help you to fight disease. There are so many different types of microbes. 

We still don’t really know how many there are, but we know that microbes do lots of different things. Bacteria 

and viruses are two important types of microbes. Bacteria are really important microbes. They are very small. 

They have only one cell. Bacteria can live in any area of the earth. They aren’t all bad; in fact you couldn’t 

live without some bacteria!  

 

A. Are the following sentences True or False?  

59. Bacteria have only one cell              T             F   

60. All microbes make you sick.            T             F            

B. Match two halves.  

61. Most microbes help you to ………                          A. two important types of microbes. 

62. Bacteria can live ….….                                            B. live without some bacteria  

63. Bacteria and viruses are …………                          C. fight disease                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                       D. in any area of the earth 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. .Read the passage carefully. (2.5 points) 

 

One of the most wonderful parts of our body is blood. It is a red liquid that goes around our body to keep us 

healthy and alive. In fact it can go round our body because our heart pumps it all the time. There are red cells, 

white cells, Plasma in the blood. Each of them does a special job. Red cells carry oxygen and collect carbon 

dioxide from body parts. White cells are like brave soldiers. They defend our body against microbes. Plasma 

is a yellow liquid that carries blood cells. More than half of the blood is plasma. 

 

64. We can see the blood cells by a powerful …………… . 

a. telescope                                             b. microscope                                         c .observatory  

65. The word wonderful in the first line means: …………… . 

a. important                                            b. strange                                                c. interesting  

66. The heart pumps the blood round the body to keep us alive.                   True                         False 

67. Red cells defend our body against microbes.                                           True                        False 

68. Which cells in the blood collect carbon dioxide? ……………….. . 

 

 

Be healthy and happy 
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Vocabulary (4 scores) 

A. Maryam is talking to Mr. Razavi, who works in the Museum of Nature and Wildlife. Complete their 

conversation with the given words. (There is one extra word) (1.5 points)  

1) Endangered    2) Alive   3) Increase   4) Plans   5) Protect   6) Care 

 

B. Here is the report of students' school trip. Read the report and put the proper words instead of 

pictures in the text. (1 point) 

 

7) Observatory          8) Telescope        9) Planets       10) Solar 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

C. Zahra is writing a text about Blood. Help her to fill in the blanks with the given words in her 

text. (There is one extra word) (1.5 point) 

11) Pumps    12) Liquid    13) Drop    14) Oxygen    15) Collect    16) Defend 

______________________________________________________________________________________

II. Grammar (4 points) 

A. Your friend compared her old school with the new one. And now she is telling her comparison to you. 

Write the correct form of each adjective in the parenthesis to complete the conversation. (2 points)  

 

17) Bigger than     18) As big as     19) Clean as     20) More modern     21) Brighter than     

22) The most interesting     23) Nicer than     24) As kind as  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

B. write the correct forms of adjectives. (1 point) 

25) taller than          26) Nearest                27) More expensive             28) young  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Read the text and circle the answer. (1 point) 

29) Lives                 30) Will travel            31) Won’t go                       32) Will stay 
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III. Writing (8 points) 

A. Find the common and proper nouns. (1 point) 

 

 33) doctor – hospital – husband                                            34) Mona – She – Tabriz 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form. (1.5 point) 

35) Dentist – Children          36) An – This          37) A          38) Wolves 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. Find the adjectives in the following sentences and complete the chart of adjective types.  (2.5 points) 

39) wonderful / amazing / strange / great                         40) small / big / long                         41) 

42) green                                                     43)                                             44) rocky 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

D. underline the correct answer. (1 point) 

 45) Akrami                          46) years                          47) Mashhad                             48) family 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Rearrange the words to make a sentence. (2 points) 

49) Tooran is the natural home of the Persian zebras. 

 

50) Our body is doing millions of jobs all the time. 

 

51) My uncle is as young as her uncle. 

 

52) We won’t be here next week. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

IV. Reading (8 points) 

A. Read the text and answer the questions. (3 points) 

53) False – Humans must not destroy the natural homes of the animals 

54) False – Some examples of endangered animals are zebras, pandas, and elephants. 

55) False – There are some endangered animal in Africa. 

56) D – must not                                            57) C – live longer 

58) Endangered means to be under threat or near extinction. 
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 B. Read the passage. Then answer the questions. (2.5 points) 

59) True – It has only one cell.                                        60) False – Some microbes make you sick.            

61) C - Fight disease                        62) D - In any area of the earth                    63) A - Two important types of  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

C. .Read the passage carefully. (2.5 points) 

 

One of the most wonderful parts of our body is blood. It is a red liquid that goes around our body to keep us 

healthy and alive. In fact it can go round our body because our heart pumps it all the time. There are red cells, 

white cells, Plasma in the blood. Each of them does a special job. Red cells carry oxygen and collect carbon 

dioxide from body parts. White cells are like brave soldiers. They defend our body against microbes. Plasma 

is a yellow liquid that carries blood cells. More than half of the blood is plasma. 

 

64) B - Microscope                                          

65) C - Interesting  

66) True – Blood goes around the body to keep us alive  

67) False - White cells defend our body against microbes.                                            

68)  Red cells collect carbon dioxide 

 

 

Be healthy and happy 


